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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of a new faint dwarf galaxy, GHOSTS I, using HST/ACS data from one of our
GHOSTS (Galaxy Halos, Outer disks, Substructure, Thick disk, and Star clusters) fields. Its detected individual
stars populate an approximately one magnitude range of its luminosity function (LF). Using synthetic color-
magnitude diagrams (CMDs) to compare with the galaxy’s CMD, we find that the colors and magnitudes
of GHOSTS I’s individual stars are most consistent with being young helium-burning and asymptotic giant
branch stars at a distance of ∼ 12± 2 Mpc. Morphologically, GHOSTS I appears to be actively forming stars,
so we tentatively classify it as a dwarf irregular (dIrr) galaxy, although future HST observations deep enough
to resolve a larger magnitude range in its LF are required to make a more secure classification. GHOSTS
I’s absolute magnitude is MV ∼ −9.85+0.40
−0.33, making it one of the least luminous dIrr galaxies known, and
its metallicity is lower than [Fe/H] = −1.5 dex. The half-light radius of GHOSTS I is 226± 38 pc and its
ellipticity is 0.47± 0.07, similar to Milky Way and M31 dwarf satellites at comparable luminosity. There are
no luminous massive galaxies or galaxy clusters within ∼ 4 Mpc from GHOSTS I that could be considered as
its host, making it a very isolated dwarf galaxy in the Local Universe.
Subject headings: galaxies: dwarf — galaxies: individual (GHOSTS I)
1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the rapid rate of discovery of new Local Group
dwarf galaxies (e.g., Willman et al. 2005; Belokurov et al.
2007; Martin et al. 2009; Slater et al. 2011; Richardson et al.
2011, see McConnachie 2012 for a review), the number of
observed dwarf galaxies is far lower than the number of
dark matter halos expected around massive galaxies in a
cosmological context (e.g., Moore et al. 1999; Klypin et al.
1999). It is widely thought that the most reasonable inter-
pretation of this difference is that most very low mass halos
do not host detectable stellar content for a number of possi-
ble reasons, including effective feedback from star formation
or inefficient gas cooling and accretion (e.g., Dekel & Silk
1986; Bullock et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2002; Koposov et al.
2009). Yet, many modeling uncertainties remain: for ex-
ample, dramatic variations in galaxy formation efficiency
at low mass may be required (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2012),
feedback-driven changes in the central density profile of
dwarf galaxies may dramatically reduce the number of sur-
viving Local Group dwarf galaxies (Brooks et al. 2013), and
at any rate there is a significant degree of halo-to-halo scatter
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expected in dwarf galaxy luminosity functions (Gómez et al.
2012).
One of the interesting open issues is how dwarf galaxies
are affected by being close to giant (e.g., Milky Way mass)
galaxies. The tidal and ram pressure effects of such a halo are
considerable and likely transform many star-forming dwarf ir-
regular [dIrr] galaxies into non-star-forming dwarf spheroidal
[dSph] galaxies (e.g., Mayer et al. 2001, 2006). Indeed, it
appears quite plausible that even a single pass by a massive
galaxy is sufficient to shut off star formation in a dwarf galaxy,
leaving a dwarf spheroidal remnant (Slater & Bell 2013; see
also Teyssier et al. 2012 and Kazantzidis et al. 2013); such
processes can create dSph galaxies out to more than 1 Mpc
from the giant galaxy.
Tidal forces strongly affect dwarf galaxies, and those
experiencing large tidal forces will get disrupted (e.g.,
Brooks et al. 2013), leaving an extended stellar halo around
massive galaxies (Bullock et al. 2001; Bullock & Johnston
2005; Bell et al. 2008; Cooper et al. 2010). Yet, current sur-
veys are sensitive to ultra-faint MV & −6.5 dwarfs only within
300 kpc of the Milky Way (SDSS; Walsh et al. 2009) and
M31 (PANDAS; Richardson et al. 2011). Only brighter sys-
tems can be seen at larger distances from the Milky Way (e.g.,
Irwin et al. 2007). Consequently, it is possible that our current
dwarf galaxy luminosity functions (e.g., Koposov et al. 2008;
Walsh et al. 2009) are incorrect, particularly so at the faint
end.
In this context, it is important to make progress towards
the long-term goal of characterizing the number and proper-
ties of dwarf galaxies very far from giant galaxies. The M81
Group contains ∼ 40 dwarf galaxies brighter than MI ∼ −9
(Chiboucas et al. 2009, 2013); they all lie within 1.2 Mpc.
The Cen A group of galaxies contains ∼ 60 dwarfs, with
its faintest galaxy having a total magnitude of MB ∼ −10
(Karachentsev et al. 2002). The two farthest dwarfs from this
group are at ∼ 2 Mpc from Cen A and have a total magni-
tude of MB ∼ −12 (Crnojevic´ et al. 2012). Furthermore, most
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distant dwarf galaxies in both groups, as well as in the Local
Group, appear to be star-forming dIrrs, although with some
important exceptions (see Pasquali et al. 2005 for a discus-
sion of APPLES 1, a field dwarf spheroidal galaxy at D = 9
Mpc not associated with any major cluster of galaxies and
Makarov et al. 2012 for a discussion of KKR 25, a dwarf
spheroidal galaxy 1.9 Mpc from the Milky Way). In this
work, we report on the discovery of a very isolated faint dwarf
galaxy (which appears to be a dIrr), projected close to M81 on
the sky but at least ∼ 6 Mpc more distant than M81 and with
a total absolute magnitude of MV = −9.85+0.40
−0.33.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DISCOVERY
The GHOSTS9 survey (PI = R. de Jong, HST programs =
10523, 10889, 11613, and 12213) consists of HST ACS/WFC
and WFC3/UVIS images of various fields in the outskirts of
nearby disk galaxies. One of its main goals is to resolve the
stars in the halos and thick disks of the sampled galaxies, giv-
ing insight into their masses, stellar populations, structures,
and degree of substructure. The images are reduced homoge-
neously through the GHOSTS pipeline (Radburn-Smith et al.
2011, hereafter R-S11). PSF stellar photometry of each im-
age was performed using DOLPHOT (Dolphin 2000) and var-
ious diagnostic parameters were used to discriminate spuri-
ous detections (mostly contamination from unresolved galax-
ies) from the actual stars. Several selection criteria to dis-
criminate unresolved galaxies from stars were optimized us-
ing deep archival high-redshift HST/ACS fields. These were
applied to the raw photometric output, which removed∼95%
of the contaminants. We refer the reader to R-S11 for full de-
tails of the GHOSTS data pipeline and the photometric culls.
The final catalog of stars is largely free of background con-
taminants.
Visual inspection of the drizzled GHOSTS images revealed
a dwarf galaxy candidate, partially resolved into individ-
ual stars, in one of the HST/ACS fields located in the halo
of M81 (HST program 11613, PI = de Jong, Field 16 in
Monachesi et al. 2013). The drizzled HST/ACS image of
each F606W and F814W filter is produced using the STScI
Multidrizzle routine10 after combining only two exposures per
filter, and therefore detection and rejection of cosmic rays is
challenging. Indeed, there were some obvious cosmic rays
left in the images when the default values for the Multidriz-
zle parameters were used. Since contamination by cosmic
rays hamper the detection of individual stars, we performed
a more careful cosmic ray rejection in the region around the
dwarf by using the pixel-based charge transfer efficiency cor-
rected images and optimizing the parameter values, especially
those for creating the median image and the cosmic ray masks
that are used by Multidrizzle when combining the images.
The new HST/ACS combined images, both in F606W and
F814W , clearly show the dwarf galaxy, GHOSTS I, and the
34 individual stars that can now be resolved. We show in
Figure 1 a color HST image of GHOSTS I, in the top panel,
and a zoomed-in F606W -band HST image with its individual
stars indicated by circles in the bottom panel. To estimate the
overdensity of stars in the dwarf region, we counted the stars
inside 150 randomly–selected areas in the field, covering the
same area as the dwarf region 11
9 GHOSTS=Galaxy Halos, Outer disks, Substructure, Thick disk, and Star
clusters
10 http://stsdas.stsci.edu/multidrizzle/
11 Regions near the massive globular cluster discovered in this field
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Position angle (N to E) −39◦.43± 10◦
rh [′′] 3.9± 0.3
rh [pc] 226± 38
(m − M)0 30.40+0.33
−0.40
a Schlegel et al. (1998).
Figure 2 shows, in the left panel, the color-magnitude dia-
grams (CMD) of all objects classified as stars by the GHOSTS
pipeline for Field 16. Red circles represent the stars spatially
coincident with the dwarf. The magnitudes have been cor-
rected for Galactic extinction using the corrected extinction
ratios Aλ/E(B −V) of 2.47 and 1.53 for F606W and F814W ,
respectively, that are to be used with the E(B-V) values from
Schlegel et al. (1998) dust maps and an RV = 3.1 extinction
law (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). The second to fifth pan-
els, from left to right, show the stars detected inside the dwarf
region, for an area of 10′′× 5′′ (200× 100 pixels2) centered
at GHOSTS I, and inside three random places in the image
covering the same area, respectively. The overdensity of stars
around the dwarf galaxy is evident.
After discovering GHOSTS I, we checked the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) data to see if it was detected by the survey.
We found that GHOSTS I was photometrically identified by
SDSS and classified as a galaxy at RA= 09:53:13.75, DEC=
+69:30:01.58. There is only information about its integrated
photometry and no studies about this galaxy have been done
so far.
3. PROPERTIES OF GHOSTS I
To measure the apparent magnitude of GHOSTS I we per-
form aperture photometry around the galaxy using the IMEX-
AMINE/IRAF task. We use an aperture radius of 100 pixels,
equivalent to 5′′. We estimate the background contamina-
tion by averaging the luminosity of four randomly selected
regions across the field, for which we also performed aper-
ture photometry using the same aperture radius. The ap-
parent Galactic extinction–corrected magnitudes of GHOSTS
I in Vega-mag F606W and F814W filters are 20.36± 0.2
and 19.73± 0.15, respectively. These magnitudes were con-
verted into V = 20.60± 0.28 and I = 19.54± 0.15 using the
transformations between the HST/ACS and BVRI photomet-
ric systems by Sirianni et al. (2005). Its integrated color is
V −I = 1.06±0.31. The SDSS integrated colors for this galaxy
are g − r = 0.45± 0.11 and g − i = 0.37± 0.15.
To obtain the galaxy’s ellipticity, we fit elliptical isophotes
to the dwarf’s image using the IRAF task ELLIPSE. The
galaxy’s ellipticity and position angle were determined from
the outer isophotes in the F814W-band image. To calculate
the dwarf’s half-light radius, we fit a Sersic profile function to
the surface brightness profiles in both filters, using the isopho-
(Jang et al. 2012) were discarded. We find that the mean number of stars
inside the sample of 150 regions is 5 with a standard deviation of σ = 2.25.
Assuming a Poisson distribution in the field of n=5 stars per area, the proba-
bility of finding 34 stars within the same area is 1.3× 10−17 .
3FIG. 1.— HST image of GHOSTS I. Top panel: Color image of GHOSTS
I, in one of the GHOSTS fields located at a projected galactocentric distance
of 32 kpc from M81, at M81’s distance. The image size is ∼ 24.5′′ × 24.5′′.
Bottom panel: Zoom in of the F606W -band image of GHOSTS I, covering
an area of ∼ 15′′.8×15′′.8. Circles indicate the individual stars in the region
of the dwarf detected using the GHOSTS pipeline and the red dashed ellipse
indicates a possible star forming region. North is up and east is to the left.
Note that some of the 3 circles in the lower left may be deblends of one
source.
tal results (see Figure 3). The dwarf’s properties, as well as
its sky location, are listed in Table 1.
4. THE DISTANCE OF GHOSTS I
As shown in Fig 2, we only detect approximately a one
magnitude range of GHOSTS I’s luminosity function (LF).
Since we know neither the distance nor the star formation his-
tory (SFH) of the galaxy, the detected stars could be in princi-
ple consistent with different stellar evolutionary phases seen
at various distances. In this section, we use model CMDs to
evaluate what kinds of stars could be populating the observed
LF. The considered models are based on different assumptions
of the galaxy’s SFH and they allow us to constrain the dwarf’s
distance and therefore its properties, such as its total absolute
magnitude and half-light radius.
We use a set of theoretical CMDs with different stellar pop-
ulations (i.e. different SFHs) generated using the IAC-STAR
code (Aparicio & Gallart 2004). Each model CMD covers
different ages and metallicities. The total age and metallic-
ity ranges used are 0 to 12 Gyr and Z= 0.0001 to 0.0019,
respectively. For each model CMD, we assume various dis-
tances in the range of 4 to 18 Mpc. Given a distance, the
absolute magnitudes of the model stars are transformed into
apparent magnitudes. We then populate each model CMD
with randomly extracted mock stars until the cumulative lu-
minosity matches the observed luminosity of GHOSTS I. In
other words, we generate model CMDs at different distances
that have the same total luminosity as GHOSTS I.
To make a fair comparison between the properties of
GHOSTS I’s stars and those from the model CMDs, we simu-
late the observational effects (incompleteness and photomet-
ric errors) on the extracted mock stars using the results ob-
tained from the extensive artificial star tests (ASTs) as follows
(see also Monachesi et al. 2012, 2013). Each star in the model
CMD is assigned a magnitude and color correction from the
AST results. This correction is the difference between the
injected and recovered magnitudes of a randomly selected ar-
tificial star of similar magnitude and color to the model star. If
the randomly selected artificial star is lost (due to crowding or
magnitude detection limit), the model star is also considered
"lost". Therefore, after the results from the ASTs are simu-
lated, each model CMD is carefully corrected for complete-
ness and photometric errors as a function of both magnitude
and color.
As a last step before comparing the observed CMD against
models, we need to take into account the foreground contami-
nation of M81 field stars. We have shown in the previous sec-
tion that M81 field stars overlap in color and magnitude with
the dwarf galaxy stars. Using the 150 random field CMDs (see
section 2), we have generated an average foreground CMD
by calculating the mean number of field stars as a function
of magnitudes. The magnitudes and colors assigned to those
stars per magnitude bin were calculated using the mean and
standard deviation values from all the field stars in that partic-
ular magnitude bin. The foreground CMD was added to each
model CMD.
Finally, the resulting (model + foreground) CMD is quanti-
tatively compared with the CMD of GHOSTS I to assess the
viability of each model and each distance. Specifically, we
compare the number of stars as a function of magnitude. For
the cases where the number of stars coincides, within Poisson
uncertainties, their color distributions are compared. Figure 4
shows the comparison between the LF of GHOSTS I, indi-
cated with a red line, and some of the models (from top to
bottom) at different distances (from left to right), indicated
with black dashed lines. The errorbars indicate Poisson un-
certainty. For the cases where both model and observed LFs
agree (letters A, B, C, and D in Figure 4) we compare their
color distributions, shown in Figure 5 with the same corre-
sponding letter, and make the final decision as to whether the
model and specific distance are acceptable. Figure 6 shows
some examples of the model (black dots) and M81 foreground
4 A. Monachesi et al.
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FIG. 2.— First panel: CMD of stars in M81’s halo field with the probable dwarf member stars highlighted with red circles. Second panel: CMD of stars within
10′′×5′′ (200×100 pixels2) centered at the dwarf. Third to fifth panels: CMDs of stars within 10′′×5′′ (200×100 pixels2) around three randomly chosen field
locations. There is a clear overdensity of stars where the dwarf is located. More precisely, there are 34± 5.8 stars within the dwarf region, where the uncertainty
is due to Poisson error, whereas the mean number of stars within a same area of 150 randomly–selected regions in the field is 5± 2.25.



















FIG. 3.— F814W–surface brightness profile of GHOSTS I, as obtained by
the isophotal fitting. The red curve indicates a Sersic profile fit. The half-
light radius and Sersic index obtained from this fit are rh = 3′′.9± 0′′.3 (or
149± 11 pc at the dwarf distance), and n = 0.6± 0.17, respectively.
stars (gray dots) CMDs, which are to be compared with the
GHOSTS I CMD, shown in each panel as red circles.
From these quantitative comparisons, we find that the most
likely distance of GHOSTS I is 12± 2 Mpc and that the stars
that we observe are very young (0–200 Myr) blue and red
helium-burning stars (BHeB and RHeB) as well as young
AGB stars. In what follows, we describe and discuss some
of the relevant considered scenarios:
• Faint RGB stars at M81’s distance (D ∼ 3.7 Mpc):
A first straightforward hypothesis to analyze is that
GHOSTS I is a satellite of M81. The dwarf galaxy’s
resolved stars could be red giant branch (RGB) stars at
the distance of M81, since their apparent magnitudes
and colors seem consistent with those of faint RGB
stars in the M81’s field CMD (see leftmost panel in
Fig 2). From the LFs comparison procedure outlined
above, we find that none of the models at 4 Mpc, no
matter what stellar populations we use, agrees with the
LF of GHOSTS I. If GHOSTS I is at M81’s distance,
we should have been able to statistically observe at least
7 RGB stars in the dwarf brighter than F814W ∼ 25
(see, e.g., left panel in the first row of Figure 4) whereas
we observe none. For a mean of 7, a Poisson distri-
bution gives a probability of 9× 10−4 of observing 0
stars. In addition, a LF of M81 field stars, normalized
to GHOSTS I’s LF can be seen in the rightmost panel of
the first row in Figure 4 as blue line. The different shape
in their luminosity functions indicates that GHOSTS I
does not have a similar stellar population, and thus it is
not a satellite, of M81. We therefore rule out the possi-
bility that the dwarf is at M81’s distance.
• Old metal poor TRGB stars: If we consider the case
in which the detected stars are old (12 Gyr) metal poor
([Fe/H] = −2.25 dex) RGB stars, the brighter stars that
we observe would be the tip of its red giant branch
(TRGB) from which we can estimate the distance of the
dwarf galaxy. The absolute I magnitude of the TRGB
is rather constant (MI ≃ −4) for populations older than
∼ 3 Gyr with metallicities lower than [Fe/H] ∼ −0.7
(Bellazzini et al. 2001). Thus, this evolutionary feature
is commonly used for dwarf galaxies to determine their
distances. We find that the number of stars that we ob-
serve in GHOSTS I as a function of magnitude is con-
sistent with a model of such population at D = 8 Mpc
(see second from left to right panel from the top panel
of Figure 4). However, the color distribution of these
stars do not match the one of GHOSTS I (see first pan-
els of Figures 5 and 6). Ages between 10 and 13.5 Gyr
show similar results; however higher metallicity CMDs
are even redder when compared with the color distribu-
tion.
• Tip of the AGB stars: We consider the possibility that
the observed stars are bright asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) stars with ages between 1 and 7 Gyr. The AGB
also shows a defined tip in the LF, as seen for exam-
ple in F8D1 (Dalcanton et al. 2009). As previously ex-
plained GHOSTS I appears to be a star forming galaxy.
Thus, a bright AGB may very well be present in its
CMD. Model CMDs generated with a constant star for-
mation rate (SFR) from 12 to 1–7 Gyr ago contain
bright AGB stars (brighter than the TRGB) of ages be-
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FIG. 4.— Comparison of number of stars as a function of magnitudes between GHOSTS I and different model CMDs that have GHOSTS I’s total apparent
magnitude at various distances. Red lines in all panels show the LF of GHOSTS I. Each row indicates a different model CMD, which has been corrected for
observational effects and has added an average foreground contamination from M81 field stars. From left to right of each panel we show the resulting model LFs,
as black dashed lines, assuming different distances. Errorbars indicate Poisson uncertainties. The panels labeled as A, B, C, and D are the ones that match the LF
of GHOSTS I and their color distributions are shown in Figure 5 with the same labels. The blue line in the rightmost panel of the first row shows the LF of M81
field stars, scaled to the LF of GHOSTS I. The shape difference between both LFs indicate that GHOSTS I has different stellar populations than M81’s halo and
that it is not at M81’s distance. See the text for more details.
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with a SFR from 12 to 5 Gyr produce a LF that matches
that of GHOSTS I (see second row of Figure 4). How-
ever, the mock AGB stars are too red when compared
with the observed stars, regardless of the chosen metal-
licity (see second panel of Figure 5). Figures 4, 5, and
6 show the case in which the most metal poor popula-
tion available (i.e. having the bluest colors) is consid-
ered. We can see from the second panel of figure 6 that
the mock bright AGB stars are significantly redder than
the data.
• Young BHeB and RHeB stars: Another possibility is
that the stars that we observe are very young (0–200
Myr) blue and red helium-burning stars (BHeB and
RHeB). In particular the RHeB sequence shows well
defined tips in the LF, as seen in the dwarf galaxies
Holmberg IX and Sextans A (Dalcanton et al. 2009).
Morphologically, GHOSTS I looks very clumpy, i.e.
not as smooth as a dSph would be. This suggests
that GHOSTS I could be actively forming stars and
therefore the presence of HeB stars would not be un-
expected. We analyzed different models where these
kinds of stars are present, e.g. constant SFR from 0 to
12 Gyr ago (see forth row of Figure 4), old stars plus
a burst of star formation from 200 to 40 Myr ago (fifth
row of Figure 4), and an increased SFR during the last
5 Gyr (last row of Figure 4), for metallicities between
[Fe/H] = −1.5 and [Fe/H] = −2.25. As shown in Fig-
ures 4, 5, and 6, the last two models match nicely both
the LF and color distribution of GHOSTS I’s stars at
distances of 12± 2 Mpc. The model with continuous
SFR from lookback times of 12 to 0 Gyr did not pro-
duce LFs that match the LF of GHOSTS I’s stars.
We conclude from this quantitative analysis that the most
favorable scenario is the one in which GHOSTS I is a star
forming galaxy at D = 12± 2 Mpc. Follow up observations
of GHOSTS I, in particular deeper HST observations, would
help to better constrain the distance to GHOSTS I as well as
its stellar population to confirm its nature.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We report the discovery of a faint dwarf galaxy, GHOSTS
I, which was detected by visual inspection of one of the
HST/ACS GHOSTS fields in the halo of M81. While its
integrated light is visible, we resolve individual stars in the
dwarf, detecting one magnitude range of its LF. These stars
are most likely very young HeB and AGB stars, yielding a
distance estimate for GHOSTS I of ∼ 12± 2 Mpc. Due to
its distance and small size on the sky (its half-light radius
is ∼ 4′′), the individual stars of GHOSTS I could have not
been resolved by a telescope other than HST. In Figure 7 we
show the luminosity–size and luminosity–stellar metallicity
relations of Local Group and nearby dwarf galaxies (within
3 Mpc; McConnachie 2012). GHOSTS I’s derived properties
(see Table 1) are typical of nearby dwarf galaxies at its abso-
lute magnitude. Due to the relatively large photometric uncer-
tainties of the star’s colors and uncertainties in the isochrone-
based metallicities for low metallicities (see Monachesi et al.
2013, Streich et al. 2013), it is difficult to measure the metal-
licity of GHOSTS I; we expect it to be low ([Fe/H] . −1.5)
according to the model CMDs that were used in the previous
section to compare with the observed CMD.
GHOSTS I is close on the sky to M81 (NGC 3031) with a
radial projected distance of only 32 kpc from M81’s center,
assuming M81’s distance. However, M81’s distance is 3.7
Mpc (R-S11), whereas we estimate GHOSTS I’s distance to
be between 7.9 Mpc and 12.5 Mpc. We searched for giant
(luminous and massive) galaxies and clusters of galaxies with
heliocentric distance< 16.5 Mpc and within a projected radial
distance of 25◦ from the dwarf’s location on the sky, using
the updated galaxy catalog by Karachentsev et al. (2013), the
distance estimates for 1791 Galaxies from Tully et al. (2008),
and NED12. We found that there are no giant galaxies within 4
Mpc from GHOSTS I. The nearest large galaxy is NGC 3027,
at ∼ 5 Mpc from the dwarf galaxy, which is one magnitude
fainter than M81.
In general, the majority of dwarfs far away from a large
galaxy appear to be dIrrs, while those closer to their host
galaxies tend to be dSphs. One of the main differences be-
tween dIrrs and dSphs is that the latter lack gas and recent
star formation, i.e. they stopped forming stars for at least a bil-
lion years. On the other hand, dIrrs still retain gas and show
evidence of recent star formation, with young stellar popu-
lations of ages < 2 Gyr (see review by Tolstoy et al. 2009;
McConnachie 2012, and references therein). It has also been
noted that dIrrs (within 4 Mpc of the Milky Way) are preferen-
tially found in lower density environments and have higher lu-
minosities at a given size than dSphs (Weisz et al. 2011). The
difference in luminosity can be observed in the luminosity-
size relation shown in Figure 7, where squares and circles
represent dIrrs and dSphs, respectively.
Given their differences in SFHs (Tolstoy et al. 2009;
Weisz et al. 2011), the most direct way to distinguish be-
tween dIrrs and dSph is to observe or rule out young main
sequence (MS) and blue and red helium-burning stars (BHeB
and RHeB). GHOSTS I seems to have star forming regions
(see red dashed ellipse in Fig. 1), it is morphologically rather
clumpy, i.e. not as smooth as a dSph would be, and from the
analysis performed in section 4, the most favored explanation
for their detected stars is that they are young HeB and AGB
stars. Also, from its SDSS color, g − r = 0.45± 0.11, it would
be considered a star-forming galaxy according to Geha et al.
(2012, see their Figure 3), who studied the relative number
of quenched versus star-forming dwarf galaxies from SDSS
DR8, where quenched galaxies are defined as those which
have no Hα emission and a strong 4000 Å break. Further-
more, GHOSTS I is rather isolated (at least ∼ 4 Mpc from
any giant galaxy), which favors a dIrr, since dSphs are gen-
erally found within 1 Mpc from their host galaxy. Thus, we
tentatively classify it as a dIrr. Deeper HST images, that could
allow us to obtain a CMD detecting at least a 3 magnitude
range of GHOSTS I’s LF are required to elucidate its true na-
ture. In addition, follow-up spectroscopy of this object will
allow us to determine if there are emission lines.
In order to place constraints on the HI content of GHOSTS
I, we use the data cube obtained by Chynoweth et al. (2008)
using Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) observa-
tions of a 3◦×3◦ area centered on the M81 group of galaxies
(2003 June 12, Proposal Code = AGBT03B_034_01). Their
data cover a very wide velocity range, from −605 to 1970 km
s−1, excluding the −85 to 25 km s−1 velocity window. Given
the distance of GHOSTS I, one expects recession velocities
between 700 and 1000 km s−1, depending somewhat on pecu-
liar motions. We find that there is no statistically significant
line emission in that velocity range (smoothed to 15 km s−1,
12 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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FIG. 5.— Comparing the color distributions of model CMDs with GHOSTS I. The solid red line in each panel indicates the color distribution of GHOSTS I
whereas the dashed lines show the color distributions of model CMDs, after the observational effect as well as the foreground M81 field stars contamination were
taken into account. All these models have LFs that match the LF of GHOSTS I. The labels in each panel correspond to the labels in Figure 4, i.e. the model
in panel A is an old metal poor stellar population at 8 Mpc, B corresponds to 5—8 Gyr old AGB stars at 14 Mpc, C corresponds to a SFH with a burst of star
formation between 40 to 200 Myr at 13 and 14 Mpc, and D shows the color distribution for a galaxy at 12 and 14 Mpc with an increased SFR during the last 5
Gyr. Clearly, the last two panels match better the color distribution of GHOSTS I.
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FIG. 6.— Exploring possible scenarios about what kinds of stars populate the one magnitude range of CMD detected in GHOSTS I. In each panel, we show
as red circles the stars at the dwarf’s location, as black dots the mock stars after the observational effects were simulated for a galaxy having GHOSTS I’s total
apparent magnitude, and as gray dots the average foreground M81 field stars. The errorbars indicate the photometric errors obtained from the ASTs and refer
only to color (F606W − F814W ) = 1. Leftmost panel: The model CMD represents an old, metal poor population at 8 Mpc. The number of stars in the dwarf as
well as their magnitudes are consistent with being the brightest portion of the RGB; however their colors distribution differ. Second panel: The brightest stars of
this model CMD are AGB stars having ages between 5–8 Gyr at 14 Mpc. We can see that, even though their numbers and magnitudes agree with the stars in the
dwarf, their colors are too red. Third panel: Very young HeB and AGB stars populate the one magnitude bright portion of the model CMD at a distance of 13
Mpc. The dwarf’s stars are consistent with being such population. Rightmost panel: The resulting model CMD for a galaxy at D = 14 Mpc with increased SFR






















































FIG. 7.— Properties of known dwarf galaxies with MV > −14 from data compiled in McConnachie (2012, see references therein). Left panel: Absolute
magnitude as a function of size for Local Group and nearby dwarfs within 3 Mpc. The color coding indicates the ellipticity of such objects; black color is used
when there was no ellipticity information. dSphs, dIrrs, and transitional type dwarfs (or dwarfs whose dSph/dIrr classification is undetermined) are represented
as circles, squares, and triangles, respectively. GHOSTS I is shown as a star. Right panel: stellar metallicity–luminosity relation for dwarf galaxies. Symbols are
the same as in the left panel. The properties of GHOSTS I are similar to those of nearby dwarf galaxies at its absolute magnitude.
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typical for the velocity width of a dwarf galaxy) at the loca-
tion of GHOSTS I, placing a 5σ upper limit of its HI mass
fraction to MHI/LV < 10.4 M⊙/L⊙.
If GHOSTS I is indeed a dIrr, it would be, together with
Leo P (Rhode et al. 2013) and Leo T (Irwin et al. 2007), one
of the faintest and lowest mass star-forming dwarf galaxies.
Studying this object will help us understand how these small
galaxies retain gas and are able to form stars. If, on the con-
trary, GHOSTS I is a dSph, it would be the most distant dSph
from any large galaxy ever detected, and theoretical models
would need to explain how GHOSTS I acquired its morphol-
ogy without being affected by encounters with a giant galaxy.
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